Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at: 10:00 am  Date: June 4, 2007

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

**HCR 156** GREENE (TBA)  **TRANSPORTATION DEPT**  Directs the Department of Transportation and Development to remove barricades and reactivate all traffic lights at the intersection of Florida Boulevard and Cora Drive in East Baton Rouge Parish  
*(Subject to Rule Suspension)*

**HB 781** POWELL, M.  **PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS**  Requires certain successful bidders to provide notarized declarations of certain information

**HB 786** ERDEY  **MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC**  Imposes certain restrictions on Class "E" intermediate license holders

**SCR 31** MCPHERSON  **ROADS/HIGHWAYS**  Requests DOTD, in consultation with local authorities, to study the feasibility of constructing an Alexandria-Pineville metro beltway.

**SB 9** HINES  **MOTOR VEHICLES**  Extends for five years to August 1, 2015, the authority to issue special permits to owners/operators of vehicles hauling sugarcane who have not added an additional axle on the trailer. *(gov sig)*

**SB 75** DUPRE  **ROADS/HIGHWAYS**  Designates a certain portion of LA-3235 near Golden Meadow as the Veterans Memorial Highway 3235 and designates portions of US-84 and LA-6 as the El Camino East/West Corridor. *(8/15/07)*

**SB 95** AMEDEE  **MOTOR VEHICLES**  Authorizes certain service-connected disabled veterans to obtain a free driver's license. *(8/15/07)*

**SB 156** GAUTREAUX, B.  **LEVEES**  Creates and provides for a levee district for that portion of St. Mary Parish which is not embraced within the limits of any other levee district. *(7/1/07)*

**SB 207** MOUNT  **MOTOR VEHICLES**  Clarifies exceptions for certain persons who drive without a license. *(gov sig)*
SB 275  GAUTREAUX, N.  PETROLEUM PRODUCTS  Expects certain drivers transporting liquefied petroleum gas from the requirement of a personnel competency test and card.  (gov sig)

SB 280  ELLINGTON  TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPT  Increases the "contract limit" for DOTD contracts which are subject to certain advertising and bid requirements from $250,000 to $500,000; increases from $25,000 to $50,000 contracts for which advertisement is optional; and provides for electronic bidding.  (7/1/07)

SB 326  DUPRE  LEVEES  Requires the North Lafourche Conservation, Levee and Drainage District and the Lafourche Basin Levee District to share ad valorem tax and mineral revenues on certain lands in certain tax years and makes a technical correction to exclude certain lands no longer within the district from the taxing authority of the Lafourche Basin district.  (gov sig)
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